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A. Basis of Accounting and Budget

KEY ITEMS

Balanced
Budgets
Revenues >
Operating
Expenses

Operating
Budget
Control
At Dept
Level

CIP
Budget
Control
At Project
Level

Basis of Accounting
M1W reports its activities as Enterprise Funds, which are used to account for operations
that are financed and operated in a manner similar to a private enterprise. Revenues and
expenses are recognized on a full accrual basis in conformity with General Accepted
Accounting Principles. Revenues are recognized in the accounting period in which they are
earned, and expenses are recognized in the period incurred.
Basis for Budget
For budget presentation purposes, depreciation expense is excluded, and the budget
includes loans proceeds for the Pure Water Monterey project as revenue. The budget
includes the Wastewater, Pure Water Monterey (PWM), and Reclamation Funds.

B. Definition of Balanced Budget / Level of Budget Control
Balanced Budget and Controls
M1W shall adopt a balanced budget, which is defined as operating and non-operating
revenues meeting or exceeding annual operational expenses. The CIP and Operating
budgets, including ten year forecasts, shall be prepared in accordance with excellence
standards established by GFOA and CSMFO. Budgetary control and evaluation are
performed by periodic reports to the Board and departments of year-to-date revenues and
expenses to budgeted amounts. The GM, AGM and CFO are responsible for maintaining
budgetary control and adopting policies to carry out that responsibility.
Levels of Budget Control
The Board of Directors adopts an annual operations budget and a capital project budget
for control purposes. Budgetary control is maintained at the department or capital project
level. Capital project appropriations shall remain in effect until the project is completed or
until modified in a subsequently adopted budget of the Agency.

C. Budget Amendments / Cost Allocation
Budget
Changes
Over $75K
Approved
by Board

Salinas River

Budget Amendments
After the budget is adopted, any supplemental appropriations from reserves and any
budget amendments of over $75,000 require Board approval. The General Manager can
approve budget amendments up to $75,000, while the Chief Financial Officer and the
Assistant General Manager can approve up to $35,000. All budget adjustments are
reported to the Budget and Personnel Committee or Board on a periodic basis. M1W
partners with MCWRA to operate SVRP, CSIP, and SRDF. Any amendments to these
budgets that increase their total budget require approval by the Water Resources Agency.
Levels of Budget Control
M1W uses both direct and indirect methods for allocating costs. Direct personnel costs
are allocated to departments and projects based on employee timesheets. Indirect costs
are applied to the Reclamation and PWM department budgets based on an internal cost
allocation plan. This plan allocates administrative budgets to departments on a
proportional basis and are reflected in the labor cost allocations in department budgets.
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A. Purpose

KEYTYPES
FACTS
OF
RESERVES
Purpose



Operating
Reserve

30% of Budget
Reserves
for Depts 10-40

Contingency
Reserve
Use 20%
Reserves
/
of Budget
One-Time
Funds
Depts 10-40



Wastewater
CIP Reserve
Cost Allocation
10% 10 Yr CIP
by 25-26,

20% 10 Yr CIP
by 30-31


Debt Service
Reserve
Meets Debt
Covenants

This policy is developed to consider the minimum level necessary to maintain
and improve M1W’s credit rating and to adequately provide for:
Operations, cash flow and legal requirements
Future debt, maintenance and capital obligations
Local disasters or catastrophic events
Economic uncertainties or downturns in the economy
B. Pure Water Monterey Reserve Policy
Operating revenues shall be at least 110% of the annual expense budget.
Rates should be developed based upon a ten year operating and capital
forecast, including establishment of reserves for future capital replacement.
C. Wastewater Operating Reserve Policies
M1W shall strive to maintain reserve funds at the following minimum reserve
levels designed to cover up to six months of operating expenses. All amounts
in excess of these designated reserves are undesignated and may be subject
to appropriation with Board approval. Staff will report on these reserves as
part of the Agency’s financial reports presented to the Board.
Operating Reserve
This reserve should be maintained at a minimum of 30% of the operating
budget, (including debt service and excluding Reclamation Budgets 50-57 and
PWM Dept 58). This reserve should only be used in the case of a short-term
unplanned financial event. The Agency should also allocate a minimum of 2%
of its annual operating budget and 10% of its capital improvement budget as a
contingency for each fiscal year budget.
Contingency / Emergency Reserve
This reserve should be funded at a minimum of 20% of the operating budget
(including debt service and excluding Reclamation Budgets 50-57 and PWM
Dept 58). This reserve can be accessed in the event of major unplanned event
or litigation or for temporary budgetary stabilization purposes.
D. Wastewater Capital and Debt Reserve Policies
By the end of FY 25-26, the Capital Program reserve should be funded at a
minimum of 10% of the 10 year capital program budget (excluding capital
projects funded through debt proceeds, grants or by an outside agency) and
at a minimum of 20% by the end of FY 30-31. These reserves can be used to
support any unforeseen or emergency capital costs of the Agency.

Fort Ord Preserve

Debt service reserves shall meet or exceed all rate covenant requirements for
the Agency’s outstanding long-term debt, excluding its pension obligations.
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E. Equipment Replacement / Insurance Reserves

KEY ITEMS

Use of
Reserves
Board approval
required to be
replenished in
three years

One-Time
Funds
Ongoing costs
should not be
reliant on them

Contingency
Budget shall
allocate >= 2%
of operational
expense

In support of the above, a long-term technology plan and vehicle
replacement schedules shall be maintained, to be used in the
development of the long-term replacement plan for M1W’s capital items.
Operating reserves should also include amounts to cover self-insurance
requirements, adequate to indemnify M1W for property, liability, workers
compensation and other insurance risks. Insurance reserves should be
maintained at no less than a 70% confidence level for the expected value
of future losses based on the latest actuarial study for the Agency.
F. Use and Replenishment of Reserves
Board approval is required for the use of reserve funds, with the exception
of accessing operating reserves to support short-term cash flow needs
within an approved balanced budget. If any reserves are not replenished
within the same fiscal year, the Board shall approve a replenishment plan
as part of the annual budget process. The replenishment plan to fully
reestablish the reserves should not exceed three fiscal years.
G. One-Time Funds
One-time revenues shall be dedicated for use as one-time expenses or to
increase reserve levels. Annual operating budgets should not be increased
to the point that ongoing operating costs become overly reliant on cyclical
or one-time revenues sources. During periods of economic downturn, the
use of one-time sources of funds or reserves may be used to ease the
transition to downsized and/or reorganized operations.
H. User Fee Rates

Rates
to cover
operations,
CIP and debt

Water rates shall be adjusted between user classes in accordance with
accepted cost of service methodology, to ensure each user class pays only
its fair share. Rate increases are designed to address the following:
Reserves
Recover all direct and indirect costs and meet M1W’s reserve policy;
Capital Program
Fund ten-year capital program and minimize the need for debt;
Bond Coverage
Exceed all required bond coverage ratio / reserve requirements;

Point Pinos Lighthouse

Pension Obligations
Fund the early retirement of M1W’s pension obligations to minimize
future interest costs on these obligations.
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Monterey One Water Budget
Glossary of Terms (with blue weblinks)
C

A-B

Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR)
A set of U.S. government financial statements comprising
the report of a state, municipal or other governmental
entity that complies with the accounting requirements
promulgated by the Governmental Accounting
Standards Board (GASB).

Advanced Water Purification
Advanced Water Purification
produces
high-quality
drinking water using three
processes:
microfiltration,
reverse
osmosis,
and
ultraviolet oxidation.
Appropriation
An authorization made by the Board of Directors which
permits officials to incur obligations against and to
expends governmental resources.
Aquifer
Underground
water
bearing permeable rock or
unconsolidated materials
(gravel, sand, silt) from
which groundwater can be
extracted.
Arbitrage
The simultaneous purchase and sale of bonds to profit
from an imbalance in the price. which profits by
exploiting the interest rate differences of financial
instruments on different markets.
Biosolids Recycling
Removal of sludge from treatment for
composting
Board of Directors
The public officials appointed by the member entities to
set direction for M1W.
Bond Covenant
A requirement placed on M1W as part of a financing
agreement, such as bonds.
Bonds / Debt
Borrowed monies allocated to pay
for specific capital programs. Debt
service payments repay bond
holders.

CA Public Employees Retirement System (CalPERS)
A state-wide pooled trust used by local government and
state agencies to fund employee retirement benefits.
Capacity / Development Impact Fee
One-time fee charged to new
connections, or to existing
connections where a change
in use will result in increased
discharge, to pay for the
sewer and treatment plant
capacity allocated to them.
Capital Outlay / Assets (CO)
Assets with a value of $5,000 or more with a useful life of
over one year. Examples are land, buildings, other
improvements, machinery, vehicles and equipment.
Consumer Price Index / Cost of Living (CPI/COLA)
A measure of inflation maintained
by the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
Contingency
A budgetary reserve set aside for emergencies or
unforeseen expenses not otherwise budgeted.
Cost Allocation
Process of allocating costs to
organization's cost centers that
provide a product or service. In
turn, the associated expense is
assigned to internal clients' cost
centers that consume the products and services.
Credit Rating
Evaluation of the credit risk of a debtor by either
Standard and Poors (S&P), Moody’s and Fitch Ratings.
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Monterey One Water Budget
Glossary of Terms (with blue weblinks)
C-D

D-E
Defeasance
To set aside sufficient money to retire
outstanding debt when due. A full
defeasance results in release from
obligations in the bond documents.

Capital Management System
/ Asset Management Plan
(CMMS) A program that is
used for fixed asset condition
assessment
and
repair
management,
including
tracking
work
orders,
managing inventory and scheduling tasks.

Depreciation
An expense based on the expectation
that an asset will gradually decline in
value or have to be replaced. The cost
of the asset is spread out over the
asset’s useful life.

Capital Plan / Capital Improvement Plan (CP/CIP)
A plan for capital expenses to be
incurred setting forth each capital
project, identifying the expected
beginning and ending date for each
project, the amount to be expended in
each year, and the method of financing
those expenses.
Cogeneration
The use of a heat engine or a power station to generate
electricity and useful heat simultaneously.

Digester
An
apparatus
in
which
substances are softened or
disintegrated by moisture, heat,
chemical action, or the like. An
anaerobic digester is used by
M1W to treat/process biosolids.
Dissolved Air Floatation (DAF)
A method of removing solids
from wastewater by attaching a
minute air bubble to suspended
solids and causing the solids to
separate from the water.

Cogeneration is a more efficient use of fuel because
otherwise-wasted heat from electricity generation is put
to some productive use.

Effluent
This is the outflow (vs
inflow, which is influent)
of water from the
wastewater treatment
plant after treatment.

Debt Capacity
The difference between the amount of
debt M1W has outstanding (sold and
authorized) and the maximum amount
of debt M1W can incur within its legal,
public policy and financial limitations.

Encumbrance
Amount for which there is a legal
obligation to spend in the future. A
purchase order is a typical
encumbrance and allow entities to recognize
commitments of resources prior to actual expenses.

Debt Service Coverage (DSC)
The ratio of net revenues to debt service requirements.
M1W is required by bond covenants to maintain a debt
service coverage ratio of at least 1.25 and its debt policy
recommends a minimum coverage of 1.70.

Equivalent Dwelling Units (EDU)
The amount of suspended solids, biochemical oxygen
demand and flow that the typical residential dwelling
disposes into the sewer system in a day, used to
determine the capacity and sewer charges.
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Monterey One Water Budget
Glossary of Terms (with blue weblinks)
G-H

F
Fats, Oils and Grease (FOG)
FOG is a problem in the sewer
systems, as it can cause
blockages that result in sewer
overflows. FOG, when collected
from its source (such as a
restaurant), can be used by a
wastewater treatment plant to increase the volatile
organic material in its digester, resulting in more
methane gas used for electricity production.
Fiscal Year (FY)
The timeline to which the annual
operating budget applies and at the end
of which a government determines its
financial position and results of its
operations. M1W’s fiscal year runs from
July 1 to June 30 of the following year.

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)
Uniform standards for financial reporting.
They govern the development of M1W’s
basic financial statements.
Geographic Information System (GIS)
GIS applications are tools that allow
users to create interactive queries
(user-created searches), analyze
spatial information, edit data in maps,
and present the results.
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA)
Represents public finance officials
throughout the U.S. it provides best
guidance,
consulting,
networking,
publications, training programs, and
recognition programs to its members.

Full-Time Equivalent (FTE)
The amount of time a regular, full-time
employee normally works in a year. For
example, a full-time employee (1 FTE) is
budgeted to work 2,080 hours per year,
while a 0.5 FTE is budgeted to work 1,040
hours per year and a .25 FTE 520 hours per yr.

Hyperlink
Points to a whole document or to a specific
element within a document.
Inflow & Infiltration (I&I)
Causes dilution in sanitary sewers. Dilution of sewage
decreases the efficiency of treatment and may cause
sewage volumes to exceed design capacity.

Fund
An accounting entity with a self-balancing
set of accounts recording cash and/or other
resources together with all related
liabilities, obligations, reserves and equities.

Influent
Water or wastewater entering
the wastewater treatment plant,
or a particular stage of the
treatment process.

Fund Accounting

Injection Wells
Using devices to place water
underground deep through
porous rock formations, such as
sandstone or limestone, below
the shallow soil layer.

System of accounting popular
with
governments
and
nonprofit organizations that
utilizes funds to segregate
accounts and activities.
Fund Equity
Defined as current assets, including restricted assets, less
current liabilities. This number is meant to represent the
amount of reserves that M1W has available to commit to
operating or capital expenses now or in the future and is
comparable to fund balance in governmental-type funds.

Interceptor
Controls flow from sewers and transfers
the wastewater to a treatment plant.
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Monterey One Water Budget
Glossary of Terms (with blue weblinks)
J-P

P-Z

Joint Powers Authority (JPA)
An entity permitted under the laws of some states of
the USA, whereby two or more public authorities
(e.g. local governments, or utility or transport districts),
not necessarily located in the same state, may jointly
exercise any power common to all of them.
Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
These evaluate the success of an
organization or of a particular activity
(such as projects, programs, products and
other initiatives) in which it engages.

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
An industrial digital computer which
has been adapted for the control of
manufacturing processes.
Readiness to Serve Charge (RTS)
A fee is charged whether or not sewer is used by the
resident to cover maintenance / fixed costs.
Reclaimed Water
Treatment that produces 85% removal
efficiencies for biological oxygen demand
and suspended solids.
It converts
wastewater into water that can be reused
for irrigation and agriculture.

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
This term is often used to describe
agreements with labor groups and unions.
Meter Equivalent Unit (MEU)
A measurement expressed in terms of a ratio of rated
meter capacity for each meter size.
National Pollutant Discharge System (NPDES)
Permit system established by the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency to regulate discharge of
treated sewage, stormwater and
urban runoff. The Regional Water
Quality Control Board issues M1W
an NPDES permit that regulates
M1W’s discharge of treated
wastewater into the ocean.

Regional Wastewater Program
The activities associated with the primary, secondary,
and tertiary treatments of domestic wastewater
delivered by the contracting agencies to M1W’s
interceptors and wastewater treatment facilities.
State Revolving Fund (SRF)
A fund administered by the state for
the purpose of providing low-interest
loans for investments in water and
sanitation infrastructure.
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
Used for measuring and control of
wastewater treatment. It automates
processes and remotely monitors and
controls these processes.

Outfall
The discharge point of a waste
into the ocean. They tend to
be less expensive than
wastewater treatment plants,
using the natural assimilative
capacity of the sea instead of
energy-intensive treatment
processes in a plant. It allows
for the natural dilution of
organics and pollutants.

Total Dissolved/Suspended Solids (TDS/TSS)
Particulate weight from particles from a water
sample using a filter measured as milligrams per
liter (mg/l). Tertiary Treatment involves the
removal of TSS.

Potable Water
Water that is suitable for drinking or to use for food
preparation and is essential to life.

Working Capital (WC)
Used in its day-to-day trading operations,
calculated as the current assets (including
cash and accounts receivable) minus the
current liabilities, such as payroll and
accounts payable.
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